Grads Meet Tomorrow

Mustangs' Triple Threat Halflack

200 Alumni Due
To Arrive Here
For Big Program

Nearly 200 former California State Polytechnic students from all parts of California are expected to attend the Alumni Luncheon on the campus tomorrow.

Harry Hanna, president of the Poly Alumni association, announced this week that the luncheon will also have attracted entries of that nature to take part in the program.

High Hopes Announced

"The response is so enthusiastic," Hanna said, "that we look forward to planning the golf game together with the alumni student student for the Poly Athletic Association program held in the spring.

The program for the day will start at 10 a. m., when the football game between the University of San Francisco and Poly will be held as part of a special concert setting. The Poly football game will be followed by the Poly Athletic Association program in the spring.
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That Trip Next Year

Every California Poly student who traveled to the Davis game in the special coaches of the train offers the unanimous verdict that he had one of the best times of his entire college career.

Plans for chartering an entire special train failed when an insufficient number of students engaged to gather the money for the tickets, but this did not prevent more than 80 students from going in the special coaches by train.

Student and administrative leaders employed every tactic at their command to make the special trains a success. The students faithfully attended every rally and assembly and worked up a large amount of enthusiasm.

Yet the train plan failed. Reasons probably why Poly students are working so hard that the colleges have little extra money to spend on special trips, that insufficient time was allowed for students to save or obtain the money, and that some students are unwilling to make the sacrifice of time and money for special events. There are some Poly students who unfortunately think so much of the little world about them that they actually are depriving the Poly of one of the most important things in college-extra-curricular work and activities. This work seldom gives the students the little bit of rest they really need.

Should Cal Poly attempt another excursion? The answer is an emphatic yes. With two major causes of the failure of the Davis trip will be corrected by long-time planning and publicity and through a more thorough education of next year’s freshman class in the ideals and traditions of college life.

You couldn’t do it in 1938, Poly, but what’s to stop you in 1940?

Let’s Have More Grass

The 18,000 Poly students are constantly making improvements upon the California State Polytechnic campus. They spend thousands of dollars annually doing so.

As a result of Cal Poly just as interested in making improvements upon your campus? Is the appearance of your school as neat as you would like it?

Poly’s campus is both beautiful and rambling; set in one of the most picturesque spots in the state. The buildings of Polytechnic stand staunchly refined against the California sky. The ivy that clings to the administrative buildings and Anderson hall is part of this school’s personality as any tradition held. Every Polyman will carry with him memories of those stately ivy-covered old buildings throughout his lifetime.

Yet parts of our campus are bare and unattractive. Parts of the campus that first meet the visitor’s eye are barren. From the football field to the barbecues grove there is hardly a blade of grass and comparatively few shrubs.

The barbecues grove itself should be one of the most attractive spots on our campus. At present it lacks a carpet of lawn that it definitely needs.

Directly in front of the Administrative building there lies a long gradual slope that should be covered with grass. If lawn were put in on this slope, the appearance of the front of our school would improve immensely.

We’ve a swell behind, now let’s put on a front!
Cattle, sheep and hogs exhibited by California State Polytechnic and ranches in San Luis Obispo county won a lion’s share of the awards at the annual Western Livestock show in Los Angeles.

The list of individual prizes, released today by L. L. Benison, meat anth and livestock instructor, showed that Cal Poly students and graduates made almost a clean sweep of the individual fat cattle division classifications.

Charles Pick of Cal Poly won the championship in the fifth class, with another Poly student, George Burnett, winning the third and fourth in the same class.

First prize for the Hereford steer of Las Cruces, from 27 to 30 months of age, was won by George Hines, second, and Hubert Serrato, third.

The prize for the best pen of four and the best pen of three was won by Charles Pick, second and third respectively, with Hubert Serrato, fourth.

Crossbred pen of three class.

Crossbred steers first and second were won by Wilbur Davis in the Crossbred division with his pen and third and fourth in the same class by Carl Elder of San Luis Obispo.
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Polynam Fight Gallant Battle Against Aggies
But Lose by 28-0 Score

Contrary to official predictions, California Poly was really taken in camp by California Aggies in the football game at Davis last Saturday. Homecoming day for the Aggies proved highly successful. The Poly athletic team rolled up a score of 28-0 against the battling Mustangs from Cal Poly.

The Polyloss fought a gallant 60 minutes. Only the tick of the last trombone echoed its theme to the home crowd. The picket of the Poly defense, under the leadership of middle guard, Harold Biggs, and the versatile end run by John Thorborugh, put the Poly on top against the battle Aggie line. The Poly men fought a strong defense and their players received All-American recognition.
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by a end run by John Thorburgh, put

made the score 21-0.
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the first of the four touch-downs scored in the second quarter of this little battle. Neat tackling by the Poly defense and with four Mohler in ability to utilize defensive opportunities quelled the Poly attack.

The ten outstanding fact was, though, that each tackling by the Mustangs was very much in evidence. Neck tackles are rarely effective. Dutch linesmen are strong but Poly blocking technique would have been effective.

San Luis Obispo C. J. Q. got their chance last Saturday night with method. George Blandford only again proved himself to be one of Poly's most valuable men when he scored the third touchdown. " Sawdust" Wilson's passing from center was again effective.

The fourth quarter of this little battle was held in the Poly backfield. Bert Rossi and Eugene Root. Approximate weights of the Poly wrestlers were 120 pounds. "J. D., the . C. Light, flanker, was the number one man, in the Poly backfield. He的确 was effective.

Next, and most important, it looks like the Poly team suffers letdown. Football may begin to bite the Poly boys in the second half of this season. Fred did a lot of good work in the Poly backfield last Tuesday night. He referred to him as "Mr. America." He also referred to him as "Mr. America." The football is one of the Poly's most effective weapons.

First downs, passing

Passing yardage
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